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-Host  a formal dinner party.

- Tie common nautical knots.

-Make someone feel at ease during -Make someone feel at ease during 
conversation.

-Skin a rabbit.

-Ride a horse to an acceptable level.

-Score correctly in cricket.

- Be able to greet someone in  French, 
Italian, Greek and Arabic.



The vast majority of genuine formative assessment is informal, 
with interactive and timely feedback and response.

It is widely and empirically argued that formative assessment has 
the greatest impact on learning and achievement.

Summative Assessment is the 
process of simply measuring the 

plants.

Formative assessment is the 
garden equivalent of feeding and 

watering the plants directly 
affecting their growth.



AfLAfLAfLAfL: a definition: a definition: a definition: a definition

The process of seeking and interpreting 
evidence for use by children and their 
teachers, to decide where the children are 
in their learning, where they need to go and in their learning, where they need to go and 
how best to get there.

‘A learning journey …’‘A learning journey …’‘A learning journey …’‘A learning journey …’



� - Making the purpose of learning clear.

� -Questioning.

� - Feedback.

� - Peer-assessment and self-assessment.

� - Collaborative learning.

� - Using summative assessment formatively.



Making Learning ClearMaking Learning ClearMaking Learning ClearMaking Learning ClearMaking Learning ClearMaking Learning ClearMaking Learning ClearMaking Learning Clear

-Put lesson objectives on the board at the beginning of the lesson.

-Talk to students about why they are studying what they are studying.

-Contextualise short-term aims in long-term aims (e.g. Looking at 
atomic structure will help us later when we look at chemical 
behaviour  or learning how to partition into 10s and  units is going 
make mental addition easier next week)make mental addition easier next week)

-Check with students that they are clear about the aims of the 
lesson/unit/subject

-Produce aims in conjunction with students 



-Questions are open-ended to promote higher level thinking (How 
can a habitat change to create natural selection? Or What could the 
team have done to help him keep possession of the ball?).

-Children get chance to collaborate and discuss in pairs before 
responding.

QuestioningQuestioningQuestioningQuestioningQuestioningQuestioningQuestioningQuestioning

-Children frame questions before new learning units or lessons.

- Responses to questions are random.

-Time is given for students to respond: ‘wait time’/ 



-Comment based, individualised feedback (e.g. Your description of 
the house described what could be seen very clearly. Next time try to 
include description using other senses. Or You’ve explained what 
incisors are used for  very clearly. What types of animals would you 
expect to find  highly developed incisors in?)

-Two starts and a wish; provocative questioning.

FeedbackFeedbackFeedbackFeedbackFeedbackFeedbackFeedbackFeedback

-Two starts and a wish; provocative questioning.

-Peer -assessment and self-assessment.

- Allowing time for children to respond to feedback.

-Time is given for students to respond: ‘wait time’.  



-Children working together.

-More child-talk and less teacher-led talk.

Collaborative LearningCollaborative LearningCollaborative LearningCollaborative LearningCollaborative LearningCollaborative LearningCollaborative LearningCollaborative Learning



-Teachers use tests to inform how well a child or children have learnt.

-Lessons are planned based on what children need to learn.

-Children are involved in assessing their own strengths and 
weaknesses.

UsingUsingUsingUsingUsingUsingUsingUsing summative assessment summative assessment summative assessment summative assessment summative assessment summative assessment summative assessment summative assessment 
Formatively.Formatively.Formatively.Formatively.Formatively.Formatively.Formatively.Formatively.

weaknesses.



Every lesson has a learning focus. This is shared with the children.

Children can explain what they are trying to learn and why.

Success Criteria are shared with the children. The children know what 
they need to do in order to succeed.

Children assess their own progress and reflect on what theyChildren assess their own progress and reflect on what they
need to do to improve.

They know when they are being successful and they help each other 
make progress.

Teachers, peers and pupils themselves provide quality feedback that 
offers next steps in their learning.



Writing: 

•Every week children do a ‘Big Write’ based on •Every week children do a ‘Big Write’ based on 
work that has occurred in English lessons 
during the week.

•Every month children complete an 
independent piece of writing.  



Reading: 

•‘Accelerated Reader’.•‘Accelerated Reader’.

•Guided Reading.

•Teacher assessment  



IPC: 
• Assessed across a Milepost.
•Skills-based assessment.
•Skills are assessed regularly for 

Assessment at BESAAssessment at BESAAssessment at BESAAssessment at BESA

•Skills are assessed regularly for 
‘Beginning’, ‘Developing’ and 
‘Mastering’.
• Covers all subjects except English 
and Maths.



CEM Assessments:

•Age-standardised.

•Individualised.

•Provide numerical data.

Provides formative information for teachers•Provides formative information for teachers

•Computer adaptive.

•Track longitudinal progress.



CEM Assessments:

•Mental Arithmetic

•General Maths

•Reading

•Developed Ability

•Attitudes



CEM Asessments

ASSESSMENTASSESSMENTASSESSMENTASSESSMENT ASPECTSASPECTSASPECTSASPECTS BASEBASEBASEBASE InCASInCASInCASInCAS PIPsPIPsPIPsPIPs MidYISMidYISMidYISMidYIS

EYFS (2015-2016) * Assesses 
early skills in
Nursery.
* Diagnostic.
* Utilises the 
expertise of 
the EYFS staff.

* Provides a 
baseline and
end-of-year 
comparison in 
Reception.
•Diagnostic.
• Utilises the 
expertise of the 
EYFS staff.EYFS staff.

Years 1-6 (2014-
2015

•Provides
diagnostic data.
•Provides 
summative data.

Provides 
summative data.
Tracks progress 
during a child’s 
time at BESA

Years 7-8 (2014-
2015)

*Provides
summative data.
* Indicates 
potential for 
future success.



You can help at home
Helping your child at the end of the school day

Sometimes talking things through and 
learning together can make a difference. 
You are not expected to be an expert but 
someone to share ideas with or help think 
something out.
Here are some questions to get you 
started:
• What sort of day have you had? What did 

Start with a 
subject your child 
likes or is doing 
well

• What sort of day have you had? What did 
you learn in literacy?

You were a bit worried about 
your homework in science –
what did you do well and what 
do you need to do to improve?Let’s have a look at what 

the teacher has written.
• What does this 
comment mean?
• Is that what you 
expected?
• What are you going to 
do next to improve this?



Remember:
Homework is an important part of your child’s learning. Make sure your child
understands what they are learning, what they need to do and what will show 
good achievement. children who continue to work hard and do
well at school do so because they enjoy learning and want to achieve.
Don’t worry about not being an ‘expert’ – teachers don’t pretend to know 

Homework

Don’t worry about not being an ‘expert’ – teachers don’t pretend to know 
everything.

Resist the temptation to ‘help too much’ and do it for them – ask questions 
which will help them find the answer for themselves. Encourage your child 
to work with or talk to a friend.
Doing homework well can take up a lot of time but it is important that you 
encourage your child to keep a balance between work and play.




